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Abstract 
This survey summarizes a larger diploma project. It is based on people’s behaviors mainly on Facebook, but it includes 
observations on specialized forums, comments under blog posts, news, etc. Its purpose is to be useful for counselors and 
therapists, who do not have experience on the web, and to help them understand their clients better and to detect the real 
problems with their client’s communication in virtual and real space. Basing on the Reichian theory of the five human 
characters, this survey is a brief comparison between typical verbal and non-verbal behaviors in real life and in the virtual 
world of the Internet. The main conclusion is that the behavior on the web is more congruent to the character than in real life 
communication. 
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1. Introduction 
I have been interested in the topic of this survey for more than three years. It is a result of my experience as 
an active blogger and as an active user of one of the most popular social webs Facebook. But it has been 
provoked by the fact that for the last three years as a body psychotherapist I have had to work with a lot of 
clients’ problems emerging during their virtual contacts, particularly on Facebook.  I was influenced by the fact 
that modern people spend about 60% of their free time on-line, and part of them live mainly in the virtual reality 
and this cannot be ignored. It is based on people’s behaviors mainly on Facebook, but it includes observations on 
specialized forums, comments under blog posts, news, etc. Its purpose is to be useful for counselors and 
therapists, who do not have experience on the web, and to help them understand their clients better and to detect 
the real problems with their client’s communication in virtual and real spaceIn order to compare people’s 
behaviors virtually and really, I used Reichian theory of human character (W. Reich, A. Lowen, G.Pierrakos, 
etc.). According to this theory the character is seen as a function of energetic blocks result of childhood traumas 
and fears of painful experience.  The character is presented in the world by a mask (persona), which is the 
character behaviors conformable to the reality stimuli. And according to Reich they can be observed in the body 
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structure. And these blocks, or interruptions, determine specific ways of thinking and behavior which form five 
character structures: schizoid, oral, masochistic, psychopathic, and rigid. But I accepted the names given by 
Canadian personal growth counselor Lise Bourbeau: escaping, dependent, enduring, controlling and stiff – 
because they put an accent on the main character’s avoiding behavior used to avoid touching the character trauma 
and when working with clients these names sound more acceptable. 
My hypothesis was that in virtual communication the mask is more congruent to the character because we 
are not so alert. The intercession of written speech on Facebook makes communication easier. My finding was 
that although we cannot observe the body language, proxemics, intonation, the character on Facebook can be 
recognized by statuses, comments, syntax, specific words, likes and dislikes, friends lists, photos, music and 
shared information and preferences, the topics discussed etc. On the Internet we can get more easily information 
about the person’s lacking behaviors and dysfunctional behaviors which create problems with satisfying the 
individual’s needs.  
 
2.0 The five Reichian characters on Facebook 
 
2.1 Escaping (schizoid) character 
Such individuals tend to perceive the world as being hostile and threatening due to a trauma of being 
unwanted and unsafe. As a result, their behavior is determined by the fear of physical contact, and they escape by 
mentally going away in an imaginary world in which to satisfy the needs of intimacy. They achieve avoidance of 
excitement by dissociation or splitting the head off the body or the thoughts off the feelings and the result is 
constant withdrawal from the world mentally and emotionally. That is why, the social activities in the real world 
are not preferred by them and they compensate this through the escape into spirituality, virtual reality, or working 
in isolation as artists, web designers, etc.  And bearing in mind this, the fact that this character is the main 
habitant of the social webs is understandable. On Facebook one can observe this splitting between the real and 
virtual personality: sometimes they use more than two different profiles or anonymous profiles, they steal other 
people’s pictures and attach them as their profile pictures, or usually they hide behind pictures of abstract things 
or fantastic creatures. If they choose to put their own picture, the focus is on the head or only the eyes: the 
observer gets the feeling that the eyes do not look at a definite real object, they look as if beyond, without 
emotions. There are no full size pictures because for these people the body is the emanation of the real physical 
world which is rejected or denied. 
The topics of the statuses are example of their affinity with spirit and spiritual practices. They express 
their contemplations using abstract, absolute and sometimes scattered and utterly contradictory statements in 
different posts on one and the same topic. The message this character subconsciously conveys is, “My fantasy is 
the world and this world is the only one. And I believe it is real.”. They project their internalized hostility onto 
others. This way they reject people, not allowing them to get nearer, although the most feared thing for them is to 
feel like nonexistent. Words like “nobody”, “no one”, “nothing”, “disappear”, “not interested”, etc. are preferred 
and used more than often. They make the comments as abruptly and rudely as they disappear from the chat 
without closing the situation. Their aggression is cold and full of omnipotence which is not tested in reality, not 
measured according to the situation. But in case of clash between their reality and an opinion which is stronger 
and more grounded than their own, they freeze or do not stand firmly by themselves. Although their favorite 
topics are eternal universal love and spiritual union, their comments lack empathy and are full of cold hostility, 
which is not perceived consciously by them as something which expels people from the communication with 
them. We have to understand that their aggressive comments are their only way to express any feelings and 
sometimes it is their only way to establish contact, even courtship. Some of these individuals are heralds of new 
ideas, or of positive thinking of so called “new age spirituality”, and most of them are extremely creative. They 
can realize their ideas constructively, if they cooperate with more grounded people with good reality checking 
ability.  
The psychological work with them consists of entering their fantasy world without rejecting and arguing 
with it and trying to connect the body and the head through a lot of body work and physical grounding activities 
to encourage their entering in the social world and activities. 
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2.2 Dependent (oral) character 
These people are dependent on everything and everybody due to the trauma, result of poor satisfaction 
of their early needs and lack of warm affection. Having been brought up by intellectual or frequently absent 
caregivers, these people experience their fear of being abandoned every time when they have to ask for help. That 
is why; the most feared situation for them is when they have to reach out for something and not to be given what 
they want. Instead of asking directly, they often manipulate expecting that the other person will take care of them. 
They are always demanding, and needy because their behavior is backed up by the illusion “If I ask for anything, 
it will not be love, if I do not ask, I will not be given anything.”. They can be addictive to food, drink, cigarettes, 
drugs, intellectual activities like reading and writing, or relationships in order to fill their inner emptiness and to 
compensate for the fear to reach out for a living person who, in their fantasy, always abandons them. They may 
compensate with demonstrated exaggerated independency. 
  Bearing in mind their addictive features, they easily get addicted to the Internet because it is safer and it 
helps them in their ambition to be intellectual leaders. To achieve this, they resort to plagiarizing information on 
the web with the intention to present it as their own. They use plagiarized pieces of texts in order to demonstrate 
intellectual power and cleverness. It is a form of intellectual exhibitionism to get attention, support, and 
eventually love confirming their vision of themselves as very clever and good people. To know and to think is 
very important for them. They are passive and usually lurk in other people’s discussions not contributing to the 
topic being discussed – they usually browse profiles in order just to consume information, without making any 
efforts. Not being able to enter direct confrontation, their aggression is only oral one, limited to biting remarks. 
When they are under stress they tend to post avalanches of thoughts, songs, and poems deriving pleasure from 
talking as a way of letting off steam. Their favorite themes are impossible love and solitude. A typical way of 
asking something on the web is the sentence “Is there anybody who wants, or who knows…, etc.?” They do not 
acknowledge their needs with words like “I need to know, or I need help.” Due to their weak sense of reality they 
often share with wide public strictly personal information. 
Because they are afraid of not being recognized or noticed they are not the first to start a chat, they just 
press the “like” button to like photos, statuses, songs waiting for the other person to guess that they want to get to 
know each other. And vice versa, if anybody likes something on their walls, they accept it as a testimony of a 
personal interest. Another feature of their profiles is that they look for contacts with famous public persons - the 
fact that boosts their inflated sense of importance. They publish photos of them with famous people. Looking at 
the profile photos one can notice typical for dependent people big needy eyes, so called puppy-like look, and 
plump lips. The head is tilted and their hands are usually clenched onto another person. Dependent women 
demonstrate Lolita-like sexuality and infantile seduction.  
The psychological work with them consists of a lot of grounding activities, experiencing direct moving 
to the world, asking for help and healthy self-assertiveness, connecting the thoughts with the real feelings.  
 
2.3 Enduring (masochistic) character 
People having predominant features of this character always suppress their honesty as far as what they 
actually feel and want. Although they recognize their real needs, they do not allow themselves to make the first 
step, to show their irritation, to burst out, or to be self-assertive and this way to take responsibility for the 
outcome of the conflict and the result of their choices.  Outwardly they agree with everything but inwardly there 
is anger. The main character fear is that if they show their disagreement, they will not be accepted and approved. 
This dynamics has been setup in intruding, smothering and overprotective family. The caregivers have not 
respected the child’s need to be independent by having a free will, own needs and boundaries. Having undergone 
constant forcing to comply with the adult’s expectations, the only possible and working behavior formed by such 
people is passive-aggressive one in order to release the whole pressure and tension. They usually withhold, and 
using irritating behaviors seek reasons and occasions to outburst and vent the tension, sinking later into the guilt 
morass. The character illusion is “I have to endure at all costs. If I do not, I will destroy myself.” Not trusting 
themselves, they do not trust anybody and seek a reason to justify their mistrust. 
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As in their real life communication, the virtual communication is characterized by two things: these 
people either try to please the powerful of the day or to provoke others to outburst and take responsibility for the 
conflict. It is done by irritating comments, mocking remarks, stubborn resistance to accept or agree with other 
people’s opinions. They are the people on the Facebook who seek occasion to enter discussions - especially on 
social justice themes - and actively continue until they prove the person or situation to be bad and not 
trustworthy. They are never the first to initiate arguments directly and to express their real dislikes. But their 
statuses are often self–ironic, sometimes self-humiliating. They mock their own appearance and abilities - for 
example, their fat thick bodies (the pressure-cooker like body is the typical structure for the character) or eating 
habits. They are those who are proud of their great sense of humor and know that they can entertain the public. 
When they try to please people, who they consider being stronger than them and who are in leading positions, 
their comments under other people’s photos and postings are full of diminutive pleasing words or exaggerations. 
But if two people lead a verbal argument, they try to be peacemakers, they do not tolerate outside conflicts as a 
projection of their inward war. 
We can easily recognize them on the photos because of their thick bodies and photos in which they are 
at a feast table or in the kitchen cooking. Being very proud of their cooking abilities, they publish photos with 
their culinary creations. 
  They are perfect performers and in psychological work the councilor can rely on this feature when 
inventing tasks. The main goal is to enhance their self confidence, to stimulate honest behavior and ability to say 
“no” to situations they do not like.  
 
2.4 Controlling (psychopathic) character 
This character is the king of the human jungle – easily entering the theater of life both as an actor and as 
a director. This character set up in a very chaotic environment. One of the important adults in childhood may 
have been seductive, manipulative or compelling the child to form idealized and false self-image in favor of the 
needs of the adult himself, and the other one may have been abusive, rejecting, cold, or the same adult may have 
swayed from utterly accepting to utterly disqualifying behavior towards the child - which represents the trauma 
of betrayal. As a result, they have setup a vigilant, controlling, seductive and aggressive attitude towards the 
world, disowning those parts of their authentic self, which are considered as their weaknesses and not deserving 
the parent’s love and acceptance. Later in maturity they are always oriented to activities and achievements in 
order to be accepted hiding their low self esteem inside. They are constant achievers, doers, winners, leaders, 
manipulators, etc. Driven by the illusion “Nobody can see my weaknesses.” they aim at powerful and controlling 
positions. Being always in their heads, they do not allow themselves to be led by emotions. Emotions make them 
feel weak and submissive, which is their most awful nightmare. 
Their main fear is being alone and separated from people. This explains the fact they find the social web 
ideal place to extend their control and power in the good sense of the word. On Facebook it is easy for them to 
attract “friends” and ‘fans”. Their pages are extremely interesting because of their ability to find the niches of the 
public interest and to tease the public’s curiosity. They invest much energy to be attractive in order to maintain 
the image. The statuses are provocative, containing imperatives.  Discussions under them are rare occasions 
because these people can easily become aggressive. They are the ones who are always right and the main drama 
for them is not to be right and well understood. Their favorite questions are: “Do you understand?” or “Do you 
catch what I mean?”. 
They can be recognized easily on the posted photos because of their V-shaped fit bodies and in most of 
the photo albums they are easy-going, seductive, great fun, always in the center of the party.  
These people are good leaders, taking responsibility and they would be good partners if sometimes they 
allow themselves to ascend the throne of the control and to show their weaknesses. The psychological work 




2.5 Stiff (rigid) character 
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The trauma of injustice formed this character: it is the one when a critical and perfectionist parent 
rejected infantile sexual impulses and bodily attraction in the child who open-heartedly and trustfully expressed 
its feelings.  Having experienced this, the child started to control the spontaneous expression of feelings and not 
trusting his/her own reality strived to be perfect to win the parent’s praise and attention. Later these people tend 
to stigmatize everything they consider to be bad and immoral and always want to be perfect. The bodies have 
stiff structures in order to prevent them from releasing the tension and feeling satisfaction. Their main fear is of 
falling in love which for them means not having self control. The illusion is: “If I do not lose my head, I will be 
free. I can do everything on my own.” 
Their profiles on Facebook are reserved and measured due to the fear of being wrong. They often 
express opinions sharing citations strictly. The citations function as instructions for them how to behave or how 
to act. The words mostly used by them are: have to, not have to, exactly, ideally, perfectly, always, never, bad, 
good, moral, immoral, etc. They do not express direct disagreement and a form of their “No” is the phrase “Yes, 
but…”. But very easily enter arguments as keen advocates of lofty values and morals. Their statements are 
example of black and white thinking or generalized and stereotyped pattern of speaking and behavior. They can 
fight fiercely against everything which is considered to be a threat for the morality and against everything they do 
not allow themselves to do – favorite topics of argument are religion, morality, bad governing, ethics, the native 
and the alien. Sometimes this is done to the extent of narrow-mindedness, fanaticism, bigotry and xenophobia. 
When they become aware of their extreme reactions in discussions or in case they feel guilty and faulty, they 
switch on the mechanism of retroactive negation starting to behave as if this has never existed or they have never 
told anything or just state “I am just joking” transferring the responsibility for the misunderstanding to the other 
person.  
They most often put family photos as their profile photos for being proud of their families and their 
successful and perfect roles as parents and spouses. When they appear in personal photos they fall in two 
extremes: they wear conservative and uniform clothes or, for more hysterical representatives of this character, 
sexually challenging outfit.  
When working psychologically, one has to bear in mind their need to be praised. There are strict and 
responsible perfectionists and loyal friends, so the only thing, which is a challenge, is to make them feel relaxed, 
more trusting, and daring to choose one option without long doubting, and to risk behaving from the core of the 
heart, not from public concepts of good and bad. 
 
3.0 Conclusion 
From the above it is obvious that the verbal and non verbal behaviors both in virtual and real space of the 
five Reichian characters are determined by the same character interruptions, the same fears and illusions. The 
accent in the survey was put on the dysfunctional behaviors because they prevent the person from satisfying 
his/her needs Although the five characters were presented as pure types, we have to bear in mind that there is no 
individual who represents only one pure type of character and one and the same individual can represent the 
whole variety of defense mechanisms typical for the five characters, that is why, we can talk about the parliament 
of characters. In addition, the survey shows that in virtual communication the mask or the presenting behavior is 
more congruent to the character and more obvious than in real life communication because of the lack of physical 
presence and live visual contact.  
On the one hand, although virtual reality stimulates the most harmful people’s behaviors and practices like 
information and identity theft, false identity usage, violation of personal space, violent and aggressive comments, 
blackmailing, the Internet addiction, alienation and living only virtually, etc., on the other hand, it can help 
people more easily get in touch with each other experimenting with their difficult behaviors, for example 
reaching out to ask for help and being more confident and self-assertive. On the web people go beyond their 
character fears and limitations in order to meet more suitable partners, to find new groups of interest, to share and 
exchange new ideas and information, to create projects. And our mission as therapist and counselors is to 
encourage our clients to experiment on the web and then to integrate these abilities and newly acquired behaviors 
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in their real life communication. We should not forget to be flexible and responsive to our clients’ needs and 
problems.  
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